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We prove several theorems of d~e form: a f~a's~ order ti~eo~N 7' i'ms a ;?acde~ M' ' ~ ' " • [SO?;! I e~;~Tt V:~5
wi~h addi~or,  a] m4~di~ic~as) st~eh 4 ~ i- . . . . .  ~ trees . . . . . .  rae';med i'e ?d; have. no ~ma~::ches excc:pt bc~.se 
deflated b.~ k. We have some a~Micmlons e.g. aa  ~:.a,~,~@~c , o~ compact to6fic L(O), where i~ 
L:,,~ o~(Q) welI-.0rdering is de@mbb. 
Introduction 
tn the i~m'odaction we first expiab the results of  .tx.e~s~e~'~ "'~ • lad  Kamm f r~a~ %~! ~." ,b 
then :exp!ai~ our restflts, and then show some appL.,,.a.~n=,. 
Let T be a (Coniplete firs* oMer) theory witti a tree @ailed in l.t~J a rat?ke~? ~,ree~ 
i,e° <-h ~s a patial order, h~ which {x :X-~ y] is tot~dly ordered for everyy, R a 
rank fm::~ction whose range is ordered by ~<~ Now by [5, Theorem B, p,, ~(P  if 
O~,~ T is com,.table, and 7" satisfies some schemes (whid~ are eq*,~h,a!er~ t,o; ~ ....... "y 
~:ot.t,a~_J.. m~..¢~e~ of T has an cud exteiisio:~ with respec~ to the ~ree. Le. n© sew 
elements are smaIler tha,~ an old one). then Thas  an N~dike ' ~a  ;~ . . . .  ,.~ .... 
tree {x:R (x)m~ y} is countable for each y)such<that every (0~:bra:nch is defir~ ~.51~ 
: + ' ~ <'~<: : : (S~e cz,. The results are generalized to ~:-hke Crees, when ~:=K ,ana i~ :~I b.), 
pp. 346-347:] with some inaccuracies)provided that Chang coad:ition is satisfied 
(see Definition 7) ( i t  is Satisfied by set the0r~es): : 
lxt  us explain our results (they are actually somewhat more ge~.eral)~ 
By Theorem 6 the exiSWnce Of m0dets:with ' "~ ~ ,- c ""~" ''~ Ra-hke tree is abs~h  ...... ,, ~f we 
have aproof  with <>s~ we Can prove wittlo~t it~ Ia Theorem 8 we reprove: @~e 
restitt on ~:÷+like trees tamer: tile dght l h3~othesis: tn Theorem t2: we p:rove thai: 
~, i,o 
:f( r ,~ regular, A~ ]TI, T not necessarily countable; T hz~ a mode! e~ czrc~mahtv 
X + in which no tree has ari undefined branch : : 
' : ? : : : : , 
Some of the results will be iinporved in [lt]o Let t~s tar~.~ tO ~?~,~,:a,.~o~s.: ..... ~ ' 
.: i /: " i . 7~ . . . . .  
Applk:afion A .  we  can  el<hi<hate O~ from most '~-~,a~+,. ~~" r,,: ' ,~33 ~ 
consistent heory extending ZF, has an N~r!ike modei ~n which a;! ~,2ossible Chisses 
• The  :autt{0r wants to lhahk the :UMmd:Sta~es:-Israei BinationSi~ Sciens~ £oimd~tk>~'; :i:Oi: pari{a~,iv 
= stmpoi,~fi~ h{s::researeh bf Grm~t Nd,  ~ I]0~ ; : ? : '  : 
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Application B. If every mode1 of T:has an end extension (by T .< is an order of 
the universe), and T has Skolem functions, then some model of T lias a definable 
end extension (see [i3, 2.21] for a proof). . . . . .  
i i : 
Application C. For every model N of ZFC, we Can define naturally its number 
some N ~.-ZFC, theory model P(N). It was asked which models M are P(N) for " T, . 
and shown that they should satisfy the Consequence of ZFC (in the language of 
number theory) and, be recursively saturated (see Ba~wise and Schlipf [?], 
Theorem 2). t:k~r countable M those necessary conditions are sufticim-m 
Kaufman deals with the problem of whether the necessary Conditions a:~:e 
sufficient in general, and gives a negative answer under ©x, by showing: 
(1) In every model P(N), the tree of functions from a *'natm'aI number" to 
{0, 1} (i.e. subsets) has an undefined branch. 
(2) (Imitating [5, Theorem B].) There is a recursivelv saturated model satisfy- 
ing the above mentiot'~ed conditions, with no undefined branch. 
We can eliminate ©~ by Theorem 6 (as being recnrsively saturated can be 
expressed in L ........ x~ or deduce (2) from Theorem 1"~(9)~ ue~". + A = (~x,~)+.. , ~ =N~ so 
we get. an R,<aturated counterexemple). 
Application D. A compact logic stronger than first-~order for countable models 
e.~:ists. 
Friedmal~ asked for the existence of a logic which is Compact but stronger than 
first order !ogic even for countable models. In [9] we give such al~ example by a 
q~mnm~-~o an order has a Dedekiaed cut whose cofinaties belongs to 
.{~, K}, when K is weakly compact, or using the diamond. So we still do not have 
an example in ZFC, 
Now we can inla'oduce the quantifier (OB~x, y)(~(x, y), q~e(x, y); ¢3(X, Y)} which 
means the triple of formulas is a tree, which has no branch. 
(DI) Now L(Clr~) is compact by Theorem 121 
(D2) Let us show L(OB0 is stronae~" than first order iogic for countable models. 
For ea~.~, ordinal a let ~Js define a r~iodet M, - (~ U S,, ~:, R) where S is the set 
of decreasing sequences of ordinals < a, g:: the relation of being an :initial Segment 
on S~, i? :,5~. . . . . .  -~ a) is a partial function giving the length of the sequence. . . . . . .  Let &~' b e ~, 
1'3.~, .. -, ~k-l/.'~ ..... , ,=a~ a~d for Some ldO) a=ao=.:.:=ak(oi ::,:> akio~> a~:(o, ;~ > 
. ."  > c~-,}, and M~ be defit~ed accordingly. For every large enough o~ < ~o,. :¥{~, 
M~' are elementarily equiv:~!~e~t i  t!rst order logic but not m L(Qm.). 
Applkaition E. We can answer the t(~h{.wmg q~estion of J. Siavi: wliether if for a 
generalized quantifier O, L(O) is :compact ~i:~e~i inL~,~.~,(O) we Cannot define 
weh-orderme' " * ~ (as a pseudo-elementary class.) We give a c0unterexample, The  
Same holds for the ~o-logic of L(O}. 
:We use Our, Of eoursel We define N,:, = ((c~ + 1)tO s,,; 4-;: R,:D, P ,< '}: where S~i: 
g ,  R fire as above, P =~ o; < orders tile .ordinals and D: & --~a a partiai hmction~ 
L ,.~,ao,. , ~>-.~/. - .Dt~/) = ,:;,:: If i~,-~ £ ,{ ~..((k] s%,s ...... .:a:>_~if k> l .m~d "':' ' " 
propert ies of N%. /in~!,,/.~i0. 1 i i~. ,~ta.;Yia~-d ap.d ~ome fi-::st ordi~'r ~rooe<-ie'.-"l IN'., : o~ 
orclnat} wiIt be  the elass 0 f modeis_ of t.~. ' '  (up ¢o isor~.oroi?ism, k 
App ika f ion  N Rep!aCiv.g d iamond by a case of the GCH 
g:~~ told "we hope  1t is a .?a~,.=.., ...... ".,,e ,.,<-;::,:.,.~f:~ ~ =.,_ .... Ttiis: appear s m b..:.,, . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~t.= .= 
schenlaticallv: So Suppose we ca~ ,o.m,~.¢~,~;t i ,,V usir~g O~ ,-r,.,0i~ . . . . . . .  -~,.~ '°" 
witli tmiverse ,:o> suc i  th~:,t h]s~e"~- is 'do . . . . . .  S .."~ M; P(S. balk So we ":Y::.~.,.,.,:~;:) .. .. ; '.~ "~,,,.=..~..,.,'.,=.>-.,.:y 
..... -, o:), and ia stage. ~ ~m ~o~p..e appro:zimatio~~ ,G. g~ J'~o., ~,"'-'~w.. t!"~Js 
wilt be sufficient. Suppose we do similarly usi,.qg C~FI, p.ow we t;ry to  /d}i each 
S G .k'{, ir~ its tu rn  b i t  this may., come i~ some .;:~ > o,: >ow somet imes  ,..a~ g ,.~o, ." -,
riot apt.~ear i~.~ J~'{s we ca~ do it..T,,.,.;.=,. ,o..;.~: wmc.a' " " "~-.~.. . . . . . .  '+ ' . , . < IJ~,<.~r form a ,r~Ie.> so ~12 i.I: i7'.a.::', t~ <) 
,:,:h-bra~.ch we ~,a~,.t~ fimsh,, 
We awaou.uced results (fl'om hece) i-a 18, 10~. 
Notat ion .  r~ " '~ Mts the mfiverse of the mode!. M, ' ' the .... ,." ~ ~J" '~ . . . . .  !At ~,,.,.Lr~a~.y o. A, ,or a, ~:: ~4', 
g,  
ap, d ~-',-,-:u~a ~(x ,  y) ~#(~< e i ) , : :{be  [Mi: M k ~=-!o, " . . . . . . . . . .  a ~{;° 
Let us write 8 e A instead g = (a0 . . . .  }, ao, . .  • '.=- A. 
• d='~ is ::~ t:ripie o:i: ~,.,~ ........... ~, Def in i t ion :L t~ a (first order) language L ar~ L-tree s =:,.,w -- 
of L. '-  " ~: "- i5, ~ 'Z)) i.%t~, . 2), ~--...'.a..,,, R~/i,.. ~; such fi','.at ~ov each L -mo&SJ  .w~,."~+ ~.md. 
(i) '~-q(G v; g) and  ... . . . . . .  >,,, . . . ,  ...' are tra{~sith..'e, he.~co, letti~ G L.;t,~...;,~ 'J, ' ~,vl~--. -  
{f~e lMi ;  " '  . . . . .  ~ ~ e"  :" . . . . . .  ":~ e)  " - 
DW(i)0,  M) ,  " . . . .  o+-. '~ . -:-~ . . . . .  c~ ~tehi.. ~sc by E~°:); So  L~aturaiiv " ¢~;. ~" -' induce ~.'- ~ ,., ,,..>..,.~o; .-,.,,v.,.:., ~..-. o.;~ 
the set of E~Leq~. iva lence lasseS D~"(t(~.). M],  a~:~d we denote it by "'"~{'; 
( i i )  ..-:(c> is a total order of D*(t(~.), M °} and for every a c D~(t(~), "9  ~ ~-?"""g'~ 
2"vl k ~(L , .  & <5)} is ~otalty ordered by .... ':~) 
.m) R(& £~.; g ) i s  a rank functior, f rom .D~_(t(c), M)o~. . to  D2k*(c),  ~;4)~ 1,8° {J]e: 
(univm~a! closure) of the fotlowit~g formulas are satisfied by M:  
R ( a, g; ~.)---> i~ ~.O, (  t(e),  M)  < g ~ O~(t(/7), M);  
R ( a..~.; e) .-. ~ (i i . .~,; c-) --~ e. ~2;'." 5 , .  
R( iL  i ;  8).,\ - <,(e,- . . . .  - - . . . . . . . .  , ,e , -  . uE~ 'u : t , ,R (u  > th; c)~" ~_:£2' "vx 
. . . .  L 7; .  . -  ': . . . . .  ~ . . . .  (Vv ~ E .,(t(cX M) ) [ (~ i  es Dd~t ,) ,  M))A ~g., e O,,n¢~.); ;~,:f~ 
: : : : [~'d.*., V:> ,.i<, ~.~x~:.: ot, 
R, t41 .  th ,  ( . ) /  R(~g2, b% C) / ' , -~; (bt l ,  U.,, CI-r ........ ;t, ~ "- uz- .-). 
n(a~, :< e.yx~(a., ~; e),>.~,0;~,, " . . . .  - ,  " ' -  . . . . . . . .  
This funct ion wiil be denotedbv  Ritg>:: i : 
Re~rk:., Wh. ,a  no co l fus*0  n arts .... we omit M,  (..(cA, , ...... h ...... -0," ............... ;e,,.,*, .... 
e:g. wri*e O*,i :: ' : 
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Definition 2.: Let tM(iS) be the interpretw:ion o~ the tree in M for  ~-*c .  : 
Definition 3. (17 a branch of the tree tM(c ~) is a set B ~ D~(t(:).  M) such thati (~) 
B is (totally) ordered by ~ , = 
, _~ ~(~)  {R(a~E~):  ~/E~ B} is an unbounded subset of O~(t(g), M)° 
(2) A branch is definable if there is a formula of I_..; with i~u~ameters from i~[ 
defining it in M (i.e. defining ii < M'i~/.E~:~e B). Notice that a branch is defi~aable 
iff it has a cofinat definable subset; if in D*(t(t0, M) there is a last element every 
branch is definable. 
Remark 4. (i) We wi:it not gain generality by dealing with t(~) which ~or some 
g~!MI define a tree, as this is a first order demand ~=~)(~) on 5 and we can 
replace t(2) by (~--~;~, ~[~---~, R), so when M~-~[~]  we get a trivial tree. 
Convension $. (2) For notational simplicity, we shall deal  only with trees t(ig) 
satisfying: /i, ~ are u, v, the equivalence relations ES  ~ are the equality on their 
domains and D/t(6),  M) (I = 1, 2) are disjoint (so we can ~Mte -~ instead ~)  a,ad 
remember the function R is onto. 
This has two justifications: 
(i) The proofs are ahnost the same CoNy in Theorem 1.0 we have to den also 
wkh the number of equivalence cla~ses, too). 
(ii) We can teplace each modei hi  by M ~q as in !1t2, II! §6], and use the 
theorems here on it. 
We call a tree t'w(e) trivial if in Dz(t(g), 3.1) there is a last element (by ~) .  
(3) If a~D~(t(g).M), . ,~'~<":~ '~( ; -~-~ ~, ~,~, we assume there is an element a l l)~ 
Da(t(~),..M), a[ b -~-<'(~ a, and R"~;(ai b)= b (of course, it is tmique) (again, we de 
~c~ ;ose generality). 
Theo~:em 6. :For every 6 E L ........ (0) (O denotes the quantifier "there are uncounta-  
b~y ;t~;'~y, L countable)the answer to 
2 
(*) 0 has 0. model M of cardinatity R1 such t!~at: .for any tree t~(e) (first 
order) ~] °~" ~.ocJ;,~('(z'.~), M) has cofinaliO' R~ (by . . . . .  <~(~), then all the branCtiec 
of the tree are de~5~:~abie: 
is absolute i.e. there is a suii~b[e comf)leteness ttworem~ 
More c~m.cretety, we construct ~'it~.,,;~ d a ,~entence t[ 6 L,;~..AQ). (L* some cou:nga. 
ble extension of L, (1 the quamffier ';z'i:~.'~m ~re ~mcountably many"), such that (*) i 
holds iff q** has a model (the latter is absolute by~ Ke~sler~SJ)~ ~- " [ ~ 
Remark. (17 We can c.f com'se;:make O*~L*~:,~, 
(2) We could add also the quantifier O~fo :(the cofinalitv of a~ ~rder is R~I : 
Proof. Let ~r* be the coniunction of the following Sentences: (part 7) is t i~  ~yia?.~ 
point) : : : : : :i. 
(1 )  ~A(O.~)(X = x).  ..... ' 
: , i 1 2 : 
. ?g~sde@ wiU,~ secoi~d (~Mer F.::'or:e~'zies H, 7 7 
last e lemem;  . . . .  :: : : : 
(3 )  ( the  Sentences ayh~g that) ~*  is. a:tota? Order_h',g O,- '~ :u~e ''  modC.  e;,#: ........ ', °:.'~.~.~ .. .. 
segment  is countabiei  there  ~s a first e!erae~L <:aeg P_ ~ ~:'',' ;~<:r~:::.~sor° © ©H?e~- M..> 3. abd  
ea~?l! e le l t lent ,  {s fo r  soti~e ~!. th6  t'>,s~tcC~.:ssor oi: a h.rr~N: ele.-f?i<;nt ©~" ,,.~,... ~.~ : , .  ~;s~:;~..,~0.° 
~4.  For  each <: : 'q imk e iement  a, ~;,: t:, <"  e} ss b:he ~.m{vers,~ of) aV eh>~acs~ :ary 
submodet  (in first Order Ianguage t.) 
{5) Let  t:~(£) (,-,. < ~o) enumerate  o .e  '~, F>r ., ~-: <,~, a~d ";:' ~" '" 
Cement  a.  and - - ' -  ' ":~: : ~* "='~ .... .  "~,= . . . .   c ~:.{b : v <.'  c~}~ for  each  ~, b,. <: 
D. , (&  ( ? f )K  b < !;,x,'~ b .  and  " "~ . . . . . . .  ~ " -~ ,a c~.  . . . .  ~ - . .  b ~-"  o , - - g~ prov ided ~ha / :> ( -~  
Ds( t , , (e ) ) ,  a ,ud  - ~  ",:" " .~ " " " 
Do(t.(~)),_. . its range is unbotmded (by <~x%,. , a~:I x'<*. :%,:b,. G,~(x ," c)'.,.:a ... . . (%'.<W~ :  ;~',~" +' 
and for a ~imi~ a; r ~ -cs  b . J * -  ~...~. 
(7) For  each  n aud  ~,  tihe , (part ia l )  func!-iO!t ;~q~,(x; 7 ) .  . }ias .-~, v . . . . .  ~ , ,~;  . . . . . . .  -{~,~ : 
L~UtC,L :R'(~)(a) is the range of ........ O:,~LV;C~a ]S into i~ a~.d ~t'-"~i"~) ;.°,-r.~- 
H;,(,:~; ~-),-~<~t<,(b, L ~) < , -  . . . . .  t~hen both :are defined). Now, in this co-.~te;.:! }'or o /  b. 
H,~(a. e )= f-{~(b, e) ~tf lettin ~a '~' be  the -:" . . . .  ' ~ -!a~t l imit  elemer~t u.* ~-':~ G there L a 
formula ~>~,-" .... F't., ~. L, and parameter  d ~{a t: a" <:" a ~'~'~, Such that: 
Remark  Notice that by the condit ions of ~,~(x, d), it defines an i~.fitiai segment!, c4 a 
branch o f  t)/(<7). Not ice  also that  if b*<~b is ! imit ,  dU~-~(x.:x<*bS}, and 
{x :x <*b ,  .~(x, ,.2/u)}={x~ D~(t(g)):, :x <*b ,  ~':-~(e'b} theu  q~(;;:, 8-t)~...;)(x; ii~) 
( remember  {x:x<*b*}  is (the universe of) an L -e temeutary  :mbmodeO+ 
Remark.  Part (7) says that the trees are shni!at: to special a-,~-~ ?'L) , 
the existence of definable, branches.  
Now we come to the prooL 
77w " i f "  part. Let  _M* be a mode l  of d/~', mKi M be  its L<'edt~cL ~,c~--~ wo s~<~v-" 
prove that M exemplif ies :(;*). By (:I):M is: an: uiicom~ffable mode! of  6; <p~ i~:.,~ 
(,eiMi, n 2:- ~0. ff M" P-- Y.(c j ;  then D~tttc), M) has  cofit~.aiitv :No "- ;~' ..... <~' 
(proved by (6 ) ;P  is countable bv (2)) :hence tae demand iu ( * )ho lds  ~ :~-~":~ ", 
So. we can assume M*  V P,,(g), and suppose ):I:~: D~(t(( ; ) ,A4) isa bra~v,::h, a~d I-:.::i: 
B~ ={b ~B: .R'{e}(b)is in the range of G,,(x; 6)}~ so B~: is:=tmlxmnded i,'.~ BSI ai~:! b7 
(,,'). b~, b , -cB~,  b~-~, b . ,~H; , (b> ci~'~t:(~tb~,: c). As  P : Is cotm~ab,e t:,.i b, 
N~-hke, there, are b ~B~ and d :,~t , ~uch that b ...... ~ b.~=B:~.H,,,b, .4 ~.,: ....... 
We: apply :die seco:0d phrase  ii_~: (7), :S0: ~etting:b ~ be  the las t  ~:~ ~.i:!?..it e::~sm~.rn 
-: b .. fo r  ew,  y o::B~, ~ . . . .  ~ ~,c!,. a ..... r#~,~51; ~ ~(r 
::; . . . . . . . .  "*  b'~}: S~seh that {x: i X <"" b/g% (x, 4,)} = {x :x :<T b;: x ~/ : '  i):.:;, 
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As  (!M[, '*" , < ~ is Nlqike, some ~,=d are ~o, ~q~, for N:~ S>'s. so ~.~{x, d)def ine the: 
branch B (in faci, each. ~ (x, x " d~) is Suilicient, and the cardinality consideration is
unnecessary). : : :  : i 
7he "Only if" pan. Suppose M is a mode! of ds of cardinNitv X~ in Which eve W 
tree with cf(D~(t(e), M) )= S~ does not have undefinable branches. We Can find an 
increasing and cmitinuotts equence M~(et<a,. , )of  countable: elementary sub- 
models of M Silch :hat "'~ ~ - ~ if c e IMi the cofinality Of . ,~D;(t(e~, 3 I)(as ordered by~-~<~'~), 
=s N~, then there is ¢v. ~ De(t(~), Mi,.+ t) which is an upper bound 0 f D2(t(g~), &{i ) (by 
2 " J .  
By char~ge of nmnes we can assume ]k-'{~i = ,:o(1 +a'). 
Now we want to expand M to a model N satisfying (t)-(7). We 1el P'~ = ~o, 
where <*~ denotes the natural order on ~o~., ~o denotes ari order of <o of order 
type of the rationals, P,,(g) holds iff (D2(t,,(?.)), ~<' ~e~ . . . . .  i '  ), has eofinatity e% ff] P,,tc) let 
G,~(x, g') be a functim~ from eo onto an unbounded subset of (D2(g,(e)), :~!~) ; if 
P,, (g) let Gn (x, e) be a function from ~o~ into D2(r,, (?)): we define by inductio~ or~ 
x, such that G~(x,e) is bigger by ~2~e> than any y<*x  (possible as if x is a 
successor), then G,_,(x, g) should be <~x + ea and bigger by ~JSe>then 6\,(x 1 ,  e), 
and possibly x - I, if x is limit, use the choice Of the .,'~{~'s). 
For notational siml.qicity we assume we have just one tree to (Le. t,, = to and ~ is 
e,nr~tv~._  ~,. Let D.,. = D~(~; M),, etc; and D~,' = the range of Go, ~ * Di' = {a ~ .D~: .Raa)'~ " :~ 
D2.b 
Now we sha!l define a generic extension 17* Of the universe (of sets) t(  such 
that R~":= ,~v,, and in V ~ the required function H;) exists; this will finish the 
proof,, 
The set P of forcing conditions is the set of. functions h from fimte s~absets of 
' eu(..l~ that x., ~ into Q ,, ,u  
(I) h does not comradict he demands of Ho in (7). When h is regarded as a 
~)a,e.-t of Ho. 
(H) if a c: Dora h, and a* is the first limit element, such that for some ~e ~- L, 
• "~' . .  ¢ e;-a 
-.2. ~.-. ~X :X'< gl°"), 
{x:x<*a, ~(x,g)}={x .... :x.-- '  a, x:~{a} 
and a* < a~ a~vd h.. is the < %minimal element Such that b ~ D~,~. a*~< b a~.d b--t~v, a, 
then b ~ Dora ~ 
We order P by ~,,z~d~,iva~.~'~"" , a, We shall Choose a generic P '~f~ and let 1 /o= 
' -' ~:i °:' t~ie ~3roof provided we prove : k.J {n : ti ~ P'}. This wiit  m~,~ 
Fact iX: {h ~ P:  a is in the. domairi of It} is dense ill JP for t~verY a ~ f.){. : 
Fact B: P :,¢etisfies the c0nntab[e ,:d~am co~Mition. : : i ; 
Proof  of Fact B, Suppose {h~,:; a< ~0~} 5.--4.- i "~ :.~]'e pairwise Contradictory. w.Lo.g 
!Dom'h~ I = i~ for each ~ < ~o~. We prove the  asse~i:ion by  induction on ln le t  
_ a : N N "  + , . _  Dora h, .~ {ao . . . . .  , a,-t}, h~(a,  }-  q= ~ P : and as P :Is countable, w.l.o.l:q,~ - 
qm -
If n ~ :t, necessariiy ewKy !wo a~ ~s a~e ~-comr~a~ a ,.~e~ >J~ ~l di~!.ira:L ,>~ b v 66} 
:and  ge  >_f~ eor some ~-~7 he~:ce for every lar<e ~,~/~,i .~ e,, , , ~; ~: >::~ 
So suppose ~ ...... i .  
NOtice D/ l ia r  (by a~)o~oe,_~};p~ <o~. }:IV standard tec lm;cue aw~ re~.ammg w~: 
cal l  assume that % ~¢: tC r son le  /?~, 
(a) for 1<*  '~"  ~' ,v .0 ,  
al ld  ~g'~ , )%~£D~(G<ah% suc[~ that  ~>~¢ ,~s . . . .  [o:v' " ' "e~ D '~ '~' . . . .  
For p < ~,  It-, U h~e~ P; clearly k is a well--defined ...... " 
Hence (D faiIs~ so there "~r ...... ~ . . . .  ' .... ~ a,.<. - • .,~ • e . . . . . . .  ~ p*,~, ~3~ -  h, q(ce° l>~ -. *~ such ti'~at e%,(,, ~..> ap,<.,, p. 
exempli fy it. 
As h.~. h,:, eP  and as q%" =a,_ dear |v  p(c% fi), ,~¢~ ~'~:~,o "~,-~ by ~v) ", 
clear that t p{~. co, q{ , m are 
b::t  D be uaiS~orm t~ter over m~. So "-~ ....... ~ qf, , ]  <" ~ ~-,<1 .... R 1 < .~ e:,._ there are pte o,:'} < ,~, .:o ,.._. ..... 
s~ "i~(~ t% s~ch that &={f i<~o~:  ," . . . . .  Pt,~, ~) = f:,(~e), " ('" #3' ,f(as~ and 
a% ~,~ a~,< o, iff s (a)  = t}mD.  SimiIariv there are p, ( land  s m.q ~ ~1 .,,, ~ ,'~ .... 
S={a:<eo~;ptc~,=p,  q (a ]=q,  s fo : )=S}~E~ 
Suppose first s=0;  SO when aa£  s(ce)=0,  a~d by: Defirsk%r, i qi} 
{a~e) :Be&} are pahwise -~ r " thor  . . . .  v -compmable ,  so necessarily .. are b~ s{>e,'~e 
bi:anch, and ' they are ':" @s pairwise d is t inct )~om; arx ~mbounded ~e~, bin: eq,(,~ :ie¢ 
suet" a uuu.~,, cona:adlction. 
So assume s = I, so for every m T ~S, choose ': " 
. . . .  .., . . . . . .  ~ f+'{ ,.4 # 
aT' ~ I  a~, So again by Def init ion t(ii) > ~ ":' ~f  q [lp~ fTp are -coraparable: so s ~ tO. , : G @ ~S . . . .  , .# ,  
unbotmded in some branch,  which ~s necessari ly defi~able by ~ ", -,e ~(x u;,';" ~ ".~ 
a*~.~d be lhnit  (by ~*)  ; t c :{x :x<a*};  and w.t.o.g, for every ce and t,- m:, 
a* < a~° 
" 0 ~"  "* g : l~  e ~' So necessarily for some l < m a ~ -~ .,<, ~or every c~ a S so for [3 o .q' c~ -;' ~ <: 7 
h<, U h a ~ P. implies h~!~ P, commadictk>+i. 
Proof of fact A is left to the reader. 
Definifion,7o ' "  axed I : / j "  ~"  d /P4  i,¢ l, l j A set W of palm C~f: }7ornmlas (in some ....... -<; +, .,,,,., e;~. ~ ~,~,/e 
called a set of Cardi~ality w{messes. 
(2) A (X, W) imode i  is a ~' . . . .  modm M such  that .{~(x, ~'y) . . . . . . . . .  ~;s(V))g:.. 'W; Ml:q@?ii 
impl ies ie (M,a) l=: t{~iMi :M=: .4b ;a?!<X.  Let M<wN mean M<s'q .  arK~ 
iVli= ¢[a7 implies v(~,\ a )c  }MI i. : 
- ,~  > , (a) ~he set W is Tcctosed if: : : 
(i) I f  q,(?7)= (3 !X)¢(x ;~7)  ((~!x) means tl iere is :a tmique x such that . . ) : ,  t~%.!~:~. 
(¢ (x ; f ) ,  O(y )eW.  :::: :: ,:: 
::(it) I f  (g,~(x,v,)37., ,&(Tp)}gW for l<n:  and: a,(X;j~)*=e#(x;%, . . . . .  iL..S = 
V,-~;, ¢,(X; ;0 ,  , l , (Y )~Ai<, , i~ , (Y , ) , : tho~(x ,y )> q,(, ~,i.: m 
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(iii) Suppose .p~ix, y . . . . . . . . . . . .  -- , ] .... - 
es .~ : , 
~(x, e )~ (~.v)(~:;,:; y, ~)a 4,,SY; ~)), 
(~x)~(x;  y, Z)-* ~(y,  e), 
~en @(x, ~), t)(~))~ W. (This nieans that the tmion of a "smatF ~ family of 
"small" sets is "small".) 
(4) The T-closure of B( CI,r(Pd, is ~.he smallest ~/~closed W ~, WCA W ~, (clearty 
it always exists. 
(5) The form.ula ~(x, ~) is called W-small (in M) if ~,~4= qi[~] for some (,- 
satisfying {~o(x, 9), g(y),,~CIT(W). A type ~ in M is smal! if hq  is W-smmt for 
some fi,~ite q cA p. 
De~| ion  8. (T, W) Satisfies the Chang condition if whe~,lever M~(i<ce) is 
increasing by <w, each M~ is 3.m.?mpact, then every W-small !-type over 
[')~<~.~ i~/~ of cardinality <)~ is realized. 
Lemma 9. (t) M<wN ~{ff~gr every W.smati fo~mda ~g(x; ~) in M. ?(N. 8 )~ iM{. 
(2) Suppose for even' (~.(x, f), ~','(~)) ~-W~ there is 0(x, ~) such that: (f M is a model 
smd~) O(M, e) = .rh. b,,}. The~ (T. W) satisfies Cha~g conditio~. (3) Suppose we 
wOr]v i'~ g°q {see i2, iII. §6] i.e. there ,'.are names for equivalence classes) and #" 
(~0(x, :a), ,:,(~))s *~ x~E;~ = (Vz :~. .  ")[h~ .~(z, f ) -~ O(x ,  z, . . .)=---  o(x2, z~ . . . .  )], a~e:~ 
( ( ?xO(x  " ' ~°: = x ¢E  ,, ~(50) e W. '/"he~ Cha~g condition ho~ds. 
~[-*~e,,~f. ( t )  Trivial. 
(9~ rs contained in the proof of Chang's two cardinal tl~eorem, see e.g. [311. 
v:,"~ Not hard to prove: 
~ef i~ i~ i~  ~r 0~2~ ~ T ~ a complete fi~t order theory. W a set of cardinality 
witnesses in L(T). }~or a mode1 M of T; if < (x~ y, g) orders {x : (3 y) < (x, y./5)}~ we 
"" ..-..,~ ...... 3. if for some say <(x.. y, E)has ~&srna{{ .  " '~* ' W-small forint!Is #>(:v./;) h~ M 
and O(x, y, a), M satisfies 
(3 y~, o- (x, y, i5)-~ (3z )O(x, z ...... 
O(x, z, a ) - ,  ~(z, i7), 
~(z, !7)--~(?x)((m,t < (~, y, e>,~x~)[<(x, x~, e l°-~-,oax~, z a~j. 
' Theorem 1t}. Assume a= A <a and V= L. Suppose T is a COmplete firs~ OMer ~heo.~3, 
in L = L(T )  1TI ~ X W a set 4 witnesses ¢Dr :I.0: w= clr(W): and (7; W) satisfiex 
Chang condition, Then T ha~ a modal: M satish, ii,g : 
(i) l]M]i = h +, M is X-Compact; :: 
( i i i )  ( f  <( .x ;  >.;, ~)  + ~ 0 -o  < -~  ~=" . . . .  -~-c=~ .-<-. . . . . .  , , - ,  >.0.@,.~... ord , . . ta  ~.:~ ,~  ~ . # . I  r- ~,.. y / - { :ga }:~ j : ) j - ,  #~ea",~ U~is oexee~' ~,,: : " " < 
,¢~,= ~A hY (x. :. a ;  tins ._ L -a,~,a~ . ,o{ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
+ ' "# - " # ~ ~ ° '  e " + . ,~  ...... a ;¢~ ' 
(iv) if t(g) = ~(g M) Ts a uvs:tree h,:M, ,;~*d <!~'9 heis c@L~'::MiH £ ,  ~e~ee4 ~(,.~ a~,e ~ao 
undefi,~able bromsh, 
Remark.  B~. [ i  i.. ~.~.~? "~I Chaag's  cond:t ions can be om:ktcd. 
.Proof. As V:.-I., L by Jensen [4]. for 8< k ~, of.. e:~ ..... ,- A ti:e:ce a:e ~...~ ,<,~v c:_. 8, ,.t~ .. . . . .  <: 
L ;  ~:a{  " :, i ~, . . . . . . .  - <,}" seqt te l tces  7,~. {:~ {'~ 8 I ld  t rees  ~'~ (:i~l ' ~. , .4-  :O :  a l l y  {7 g:; s ~-  {7 ,'5 ,~ , ¢(:, < .  ;t . 
8=, . \ .&=,~ ,.a:e, ~;'c'~8=Ss}is~"~ '~" ~'~' he:~,ce-" ....... e--,  " " " + , . . . . . .  t,.~ At .  ated 3 ~ ,~£,ra-ks~.,p*cy. T}HS iS ~I~.2: OF~}' i.1S(!3 
of V=L.  
Now we deflate by im:!t~etion ori ce < X ÷ .,..,~e:-. M,~, a~d ~ypes p,~ ~uch ..... 
(A) a . (  has universe A (I  + a'.) and is X-compact  for a s~ccessor; 
(B) for ~3<o., M;+~<wM., if 8~(s ,  <.psx,~i) is no[ W.-sm_.<dL :!:?ea 
,or~,:l ~7)#~(M~, 8), and if <:(x. y, ~) orders ix. 
does r~ot have W-small cofinality,, then for some a ~ b.l~, .-kg(~. ~o,", eve.r3~ b" ~,=" ~/gr~,e'. 
a,,;~ = <(b ,  a,  :)A (:qy) <(a,  y, : ) ;  
(C) A4:,: omits Pe  for [7 < ce ; 
(D) I:V~, has the form ~a ~-, .... .. :a  :&  ~ when & is a l?ra~,.:~ ,.,t C(<,,, k<,} which 
is . . . .  r:ot de~.ined in M=°~. g~< ~ ':~: . . . . . . .  con~radictof~ c,i:herwise {or not a~+:;s<:.<~.~, at a, il, 
if you w~mt/. 
There are no difficuIties: note that the types we omit ires the property: for.. ~w*.~..T 
<A formulas in the type there is a formula in tIie type implying 8li t,,°.e cs::xr: (~'ee 
Coliclllsion 11, If T is countable, W a set of cardinality w}V'~esseG 3. =:=}'~o:~ the 
conclusk)n of t0 holds without assumii~g V=L.  
Pr~mL By 10 and 16. 
Theorem 12. (t) Suppose A is regular A*>{T! ,  T a comple le  if, st  ord:~r ti>so~'y. 
Then T has a model of cardinality 2, +, in which r~o tree #(g) ha:-; an u~:dcfiy..::d 
bra:~ch. 
(2) In the model above we can demand every order  def}::ed in M with ao Last 
element; ha s cofinatity A. +, and if ~_ ,-: max ~K .a:  . . . .  .4 : , -~  k}, M is  ~:~sat::~rakxi. 
: : - 
ProoL  ( I)  For simiplieity we assume [a > {T{-i-S:. We choose pairwise d~sjoi.;.~: 
stationary sets N(e~ ~ {8 < A ÷: cf a = A} for  ~ a tree ( in  L) g ~ A ~ suck lhal 8 :IS<,"~ 
implies ~ ~ 82 We define by induction c!n ce < A ~ modets }~.~-i with :,~:,ivers¢ ' ~ ' ,AI, a -Y G /  
such: that : . : i : :; ' ; 
(B) if 8 ~ S,{<7' at~d i~:~:t7)~<(t(~0, , (~) the.re+ ;i.,~ ~io :last e lemev¢ by': <7~T the:~ fo r  
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a~:Di~.~cL M,.~k and t.., (C) if 6<a ' ,  ~ a limit point of S,~;, - " *"'~" " '  "= 
{b ~ * :~ ' • ~ ~-' branch of Di(*(/iQ, M~), then it is definable in 
Now M= ~..J~,<x+M~ is as requi red;  clearly ~{t -X  , SUppose B is a nun*  
defined branch of some tree t(g,M), <'.U "M> has Cofinality h? .  then S =-: 
+,  a < A . ( i~ ,  B f)IM~ [) < (M, B), e ~ i~{,} is dosed  and urlbounded, so some a .~. S 
is in S~(e> and even a limit point of it, contradiction by (B) and ((2). 
For a = 0, a limit there are no problems. For e, + .1 cf a ¢ h or ~:~ c N~,~, a~~d 
-=,~ ~ s a last e lemem (in ~¥~) the proof  is just easier than in me remaining {ase~ 
However,  in order to carry the proof, we have also to choose for each ~ ~ ~(e> 
which is a limit pofi~t of S~(e> elements a2,,, (,x<a, n <~0) in ?v{~+, and demand 
(D). if k < co, 8 (0 )<. . .  < 8 (k )< ee a~d ,a~?,,' a~ :a < h, n < ~o} are defined for ] '~ k, 
then for every ~7 s ~{~ {a : for  each 1 ~ h ~u~,,,~ :  --- a., is an indiscernible set over 
g_ L J_ ~-~.,,~a°°o ,; < t, .n < w}} belongs to D~__. ( = includes a dosed tmbounded subset of 1):~ 
(E) each ~ "~ ~ a ,~. belongs . . . . .  to D@~(gS)~ . ,'~>,-~), a~,o"  ~ z~,, and ~'~ <-:~ % .~ for each 
a ~ D~(t(e), M;). So we assume M.s is defined, .S ~. &(~?, -~"-¢~ has no tast etement 
(below everything is modulo CD(M, j ) .  
We define by induction sets E Ii <a{ of formMas such that 
(a) F, is a set of formulas from L(T)  with parameters f rom _M~,, and only tl~e 
variaNes {x~: j< i} appear in it; 
(b) P]~=I~.J{x~#:~:j<ia:~_M,~}U{b~x~:18 {~'en, beDg(t(e), M,J} is finiteIy 
satisfiable in M~; 
(c) t~ increase with i, and l l;!<a. 
Our intention is that if the assigmum~t x~-..~ ¢ satisfies I " ::=" ~.., ~:~;.~ l ~ in some N, 
then ~{, < N; and 'd~e submodel  of N with universe t?vi.~,I ~-~ .c~ : i < h} is suitable to 
be M,+~ (,so c;~ ~bows B holds).. We can take care of the requirements (D) (E) in 
stages o~aa + n(n,<go) as in [.11, §1, }2] so we concentrate on the rest. We have 
naturally A assignments, o we can fulfil all of their in A steps, provided we can do 
it for each one. We assume below w.l .o.g, i is odd. 
(~) C~mpteteness (of F*):  So f;  is given, ~ a formula in ~x,~ : t"'--~ i}. and v.e want 
If f~ L~ {q~} is as required for .[;~. ~ we finish. Otherwise as (a), (c) cannot fail, (b) 
fails, so I~.=U {ee ~ ::~::~ e~ ~ ~.:L} U {g,} is inconsistent (=- not finitely satisfiable ili ?v/a). 
Now F* is consistent he~~ee I~U{a¢x~:a~]~} is consistent: hence t~U 
• {a ~a x~ : a ¢: M~ }tO {-'q ~} i~; co~'?sistent, hence '~ . t,+~ =F~ kJ {-~ge} is as required. 
(IB a'~{~ <N:  For this suppc>se (= x)¢(," ~, b) is a form~ula, f g~{xi : i<  i}. By (I) 
we can assume (`3x)g.,(x,y,l;)<I.:i ~iid we f i rst : try to def ine I~;~ 'as :  . I ' ;U 
"* • 5~, ~;)}, So again: can asstm~¢ :(b) faiiS.: So F*U{~,~(X~ ; 9,/~)} tO l~  b~i,., we  
{a ,~ x;: a a M~ is inconsistent, . .o  I} ,  n < ~o, 
a,~ M,.  If for some l~ 1~, U {¢(at, ~,/~)} is consistent o Let it be f]  ~,  otherwise we 
get: K.*-., is consistent, (3x)q~(X, p , .  . b)~ F £ ~ _ ~, 1~; i q~(xi,, f, ~;) >. ' ~"v >~ a)=:Xi :and 
I"* t--q <o (a,, ~,/~, for each i<<n an easy contradict ion.  : i 
:(I!I) (C)  ffr~ m the hst of demands on i%)  ~s sat~slled we can assume i: is Odd. • ? i i : : 
ACvdds w~fl~ ,+~ec,9,~d @~:Ie~" pm[,w~ies H g3 
S o suppose 3~--¢:~: 8 a imi t  point :Of S=.,;~ (here i;(~% " :" . ., i sa  ti'ee~ o < .~ a+::<:i V,.+-~ 'wsr++i+ 
that in the end+ + " +++a). ~ . . . . . .  be . ta  = M+ : a ~--+': %  wfi~ ++or an ur'defined brasd:+, of +W+)++'::'ri' ~:--" ?'?~ 
l,.s 8 is a limit Of s.+~S, by (B) we ca~ choose ~:~+: ..... "+,~5".+ A4a) (g<:A) "~++"+~+++'>+ 
increas~-eg and unbounded b 5 . . . .  :~ there+ Fo~ ~ each we t ry  to  let ++'~.+~ be
Y. U#d*~}. where ##+ = ~(~++ x+..b+) =[:q :a'r:@>"X ~Z~S('V +) =bz]v£:.:+(a~(x.}~ b;.] ~+"~ 
:let th = ¢ix, z+ y)+ 
If t i l ls  t~:+~ _ ~s suitab!.e+ . . . .  wc im~.+sh+ ~c~" -+: . . . . .  Me, iY~ d~e" +x+.d) o+,~~er~;,.,:+,e+i:.i. .~ 
F*  ~ G~,, ~" N i.+-+ . + +~.~} ~s fi~oof~sistc.:st, + ...... has a finke incons~ster+t" s~+.!sset • -++ b '~ ~ "U ~ ~'+- A% : G H@11>%+,~ 
Assuming +.  wa.o.++" "  .t) iS closed u~ader co.+ljunc+qons, and re+:+:ie+rZ+ering ~(a  {s ar~ 
order, we can assmne this finite subset has <ae form F~ = ({+++}U{a?¢ &L++:,+,>: [+ 
m < n(~) ~ + o, <,(e> +tin) even} ' r .,.~ "~ ++:+-~ ! < " " '" t,, d@,?) U +4£ :" x~ : .+ ~+ ,.,- >,++- "~. x,-o=>: . ~,+@)}) w~'e;~.~ { + '~'<: 
n. ( I )}~M],  ¢+e,~,  a,++ DG+(I), M~), ,++,+(x+~o> . . . .  ,xu,,++>~> +rod we cam ~ssum,s 
(}= +.+m " +" " " ;(++(~-+~ = a~+; /41} = tqow ~Le ~u,., i(I), ,(2), :;g,+(.e~_~<~. a~d iet +,-.~+.h i, ,_. p. 
....... + . . . . .  + possib!e g ...... r~'~', is +T+++~-'+o<A . . . . . . .~ .......... +> .. . . . . . . . . . .  ++ + ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,r++ , ,x+/+ )_ r~mqa= + SO by  e,+++.~v++:~++ ~, o+~+.-~ 
assume 9+ = 9, n(+) = +?, a+>d Iet n($)  = ,++  1+ iet 
y, = z ,;2 D+w.ta) ,A  } = **'2~.,b'+s] , 
=--)~ A (V.~)@ . . . . . .  ~+., ...),++<:+,,,..=.~,:,~. 
F 
j ] \{ :<~> ->- .<&~>: . . '  ;, ':'d-+ ,++(2) < t++ r(:l) <: r (2)< n(* )}  
L 
D ++~'"+ e l .  [ >, i \  ¢(+,o, .+, . .  , :%,-OA IX I v~L%tRC)F ->/ \  --2 ~+,w-,;~ 
r<;:(~) r<n (,,-) k ion) J 
evc.q 
A ( ~ -L • , +,?; , z. ?.:) 
J 
Now ¸ 
Fact  a:  For each ~< h,  M~ i=(~ '~ z)O(z ,  b+)~ 
For suppose we have distinct z~: c M~d.k ~: n(*))  .,.~I~. b O[z++, b,(j, for at ~ea.,~+ o~e 
k = k (0X . r ++ zk(o> ~ ~a~. l < n}. Looking at the definition of 0, for this '-~ +' ~tO)  we ¢.~.,cv .:,;. 
as ~ the element a~ ~ D.(t@),_ ;+vie+)• (see at×we) and we o~=.+~++ + that sortie x',)+ sad,,~fie4; 
+ ~ " ~ for :r< n(* )  are pai:rwL'~e the long conjunct iom Again, as the sets xx,+,~+ m <n;  
disjoint, at least one o f  them is disjoint to xa~r +,. ++..~-n}, say " +: + +: " ' lion[ r = ~ ~ 0 J ++++'+ ' B ~ t ~ ~O~{ W ~: 
get Ff  :is consistent tx,,~ t n) ,  zk(0+ s tand  for x++,)tm <n)+ +v~ resoo) 
t+ote i(t) := o), Contradict iom 
i 
Fac~ ¢3: I f  M,~<N, ,~--X, the ~ .+, a s~snment :v;--> % (] < i) sat~s~es ~ % ~-~c+'n 
..~ R!U+).(%)- + <.,+a,+._,R b+ and element C Satisfyh:Lg N~ R~<a)(C) = b+. A c +~.-=+qc~ ,+ ++~,+,}+.~.~,+++~:. y ,  
0( ;%,  bD: : : + = :: 
Note tlmt when b+ +~++'i +> R+~d?(G) Such q + N exists and ;.+~ :uMque (by "~`+'+ .... 
tree hm+e?L I f  ~ !X{~ ttie: assignment x.~,>-~+ C {,~> (m < i)x, r-> C Shows  [:'~ is co++~,Si>- 
tent contradict ion: So suppose c:eM+,, endwe show MbO[c ,  bi~]. The  C;:.it th!'ee 
conjunctions: hold easiiy, 'So le t  V ~M~ be arbitraD} we:. l l0w choose X:41, ~ < ~+I)~i:~ 
i~/~{ [by hidi;cfiOii or (  r+ ;:io that the: r~k;~ mk parts  of: the Con june!kin: h 5. +L t+. we 
have defined up to .*; h~ N there are suitable elemer~ts (c . ,>. .  ,) so ;:.,s .i;,q;~ < N 
there are in A¢~. . . . .  
.Face y: g M~:~O(z, y)Az~ ~.,,~. ,..¢.> =y~ then M;..>O(z> Yi). 
Proof. Remember we assume thaL F*U{qq}U{aex~ :a ~_;~-~}) is F~consls'teiit L)r 
alt ~<,~,. q*e is the disjunction of  two formulas one of them is R'(a~(X)~be so 
u~Jx b~b~_}~a~a:aeS , I~} is  :inconsistent, as neither of the first two 
se~s iP, this anion contains a forint ta with x~ we can omk the !as~ set and still 1~ :~e 
a~ inconaistem set: 
Look at the defiMtior~ of 0(.y, z); by the inconsistency of 1 we. cae ,talk there from 
q*(xL z, y) the second dis{unct. ~.e. replace '&(xL z, y: by .~. v-:.ci A,~. - ~.~.- 
Now ;it is clear that also z,, t,, will satisfy ~tle revised fomD ,'~fe~ D
Now we almost *inist~, let 01(z, y) be z~Dds( [4 ) ) , \y~De(s ( j ) )AR*(a ' ( z )= 
",, A (3 V> Z,) (O(Z~, y:) ,X z ~-..a; _ ~ . .~ .~tA(~F;"x)O(x,. y~). It is easy to check that O(z, ~ ~ , 
O,(z, Ve~ are equivale~t, 0, satisfies facts a, ~, % and M~, (gy)(~ z.O~vz, y)° Ey  
.wf~ .. fact ;,-  :(.q.y)O(z, y)}_ form a subtree ot D~(s¢d~,,, ,, Ma) and bv~ fact ~ it sultices ~o 
prove each branch of its intersection with ~{s is definable in Ma. As the number 
of bra~e1~es in ~,;  this seems very reasonable. 
b~-~t'~)b for some .~<A} is not definable in By (D) the  set A~={b~M:  :: e 
-~ 8 O6 ~'/2 c~>oo T~e im~>ortant ~,~,.t o~ (D) is that it assures there are many ae,o, ~.~, 
or~e of them ia A and the ott~er ollis~de A and they belong to an indiscernible set.. 
. ae,,,, :~: < ~,} of i~...~d;sc*'r-a-*~'.~v .,,.~,~, o.c~ . .....c (and o:her parameters),, o~,~;'s e- A, .%.~'~ g A, so 
.~,. _a 8) but --~g',(ag.2, g) a contradiction. ~"t(gf:LO; 
(The other parts, of (D,) "~,d ~ (E) are needed to enable to keep the indiscernibilitv 
of these sets through att tile constrnction, the way it is done and shown fi~ [ I t] . )  For 
¢~=3 let 
a-','*- ~ '~-  "~C u ~ (<, - (3y,~01(_, y) ~, 4 (y )a  
2L* '  "~ "v~l ~ IM*  
It ia easy to citeck tl,~at for som~ yoe g~(M.), '-~- ' . 
ordered by ~<a~ b; ~v.,st tt~e unic,n of ~ chains, so each o f  them is definable in 
A't~, and they are the ~ ............... :~ ... 
To be more concrete: Nv~a: '&at ia {x:O*(x)} there are no :i~+ t pairxvise 
incomparable elements (i:f the~-e .~<:r< :-a~¢h eie~r,.~etlts we could find for big enough 
continuations Of then1 of L, ei~ht b e ;:~.:~t{~ :-;o have n +1 z'S sat~stymg O(z.. J~ 
contradicting . . . . .  fact tt)i Let us define by {nductioi~ :m~.,:: . , ;e '  seta. A~2 x ~ A,~ implies 0*(X) 
and there are no incomparable y, z satisfying 0* S!o tha{: x ;<~, y a,~d x<<.~! 'i~z, and 
the elenients of A~ are pairwise incomparable. We let A o :=kL if A iS defined we: 
check i~ there is anx  incomparable with all elements of A~ and:satisfy:?~?g: 0:' '(x); if 
+,  2 p,, + + +++ +,,, :.., v,,+++++ 5'eco++d ord,zr +ro+++,+'e+ ~ ~L5 
there  is r:o suc)~ x, Av.~. , = A+if  there is S'ac~ x we check if iS: ha~ .y++ x~ ++~++.~ abc, ve~ :i!c¢' 
each  of them ;¢e cl!¢Ck if it has :such inComparabk:  co:r~l:imtati0r~s., a.fte; ~<:, ~;~,::i +'.:: 
tliaii tt)-+- 1 Suet; s t~ps  we get  to a~ e len eat  v+,itIi0ut ~+*++- '-,+++~+<+,~, ((4}++~:r+,vigd +v::
have: more  tha~ :++ incomparab le  leme~at:; satisfY~:~g 0'~) aa~d we a&d t~+es c,+ +'~ '.,:~,+ ge., 
A~ to get As+.> (A mr ly  ~ + A+,+# =A,++~ 1el i ++~ ,~'•~ : g ~-" ~'.~ for  each ~'< k~ tL, e ~,++c,,.~,.i+.;i ...... . + ~+ 
Of {y : 0*(y) A & < y} are pairwise c0mpa{ib le ,  a~,d this is the form of +:very } .......... +' 
so evec  branch  :•s de~nabte .  
Foy e~ > 8 chooc•e a~. etemeat  Yo e M.+, ~,:(+~ ~ ,b~ <,";(g> % f~~++ every ~ < ~ s++;tc:~ , ....... 
~-~Jle1+e a1"g  ,.+L,+h,++, '+fib , o + Z't+ £5 ~( j+~r ~ + we ~an ~et a max imal  [: satisfvh~:: ' ~'~ : '"'* ~ .... + .,+, ,. o r? z ) 
. ,0  +k- t+:  ~,,r + . . . .  ~<~( '~)+~ POt  [<]¢+ +:'r, ~I I ,... , ++m , . . .  , + _ O(.M~,:, Ye,) such that  .++++-+ ~,: . . . . . . . . . . . .  . +,+ +:~+e z + ~nduce .... +nv+ ..... 
bra~ehes,  and  by the induct ion  hypothes is  we finisl- 
We leave to the reader  the proof  of (9) a~?d ,:b+e case ;+ v:iT[+ ;¢++ (ti:+¢ 
compacmess  totat ly makes  no  prob lem )+ <lT I - -we .  ie.t T'-= U~.,.~;+2"~:~ +i1",¢. ,+~a 
mode l  of T.,, for ::N+~ the m~iformat ion of ++, is ~aae ,  '* -,s.~he+~ >o.,s~+.~¢,+' <' : ' '  a~v:i afeer 
each M':. is def ined,  we,~ ~ea thnt  t~-,~, many t imes ~,~- c,",,,!~+ !•:+ave ",~ ~r,.,+.,.~=.+,..~ 
The followi,.+tg shows that  we do  not  have to go through the set - tLeorede  
• o ~2,~,~a=+a aL+d . . . . . . .  . cons iderat ions  of  0~,  and  fo?:cing, we give less q ..... +" . . . . . .  Iess gem~raH~v+ 
Lemma 113o Suppose we am given countable sets A,~(n < e~) ,%+ch ~haf A.. "- A "+z': _,"7, r+ -F J 
re~at+ons R+> <:  io) on ~% = u ~<o,  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - A,~¢ A~,+~ and co,antabgy many , .. . , e; a ~ + A; .  Jeur~/+~;,';+ ,,~ 
.t;~( i < ii) f i rm .As+ to ~%,, and functions )5(i < i~) f rom As., to a ae~ C ( ~u~. is, e2 < ,~) 
such that 
(*)  f f  ~p(£,> . . . . . . . . . . .  ,2  ''-~) is a conjunction of  aWmic t~rn.u, dax (i.e+ ,x+,)~,~:"e, ++ .), 
'~= V, ¢ . (V ,  . +)=:c  where ,. : . . ,~  . . . . . . . . .  , ~q(v . . . . . . .  . , , : . ,  . . . . .  . g2t'+0_ a ;  : :  ',~~b+- t "° • :~ ) ~v -+ *,a 4:~?t&/ 
}:~[&~ . . . .  ,g%_~] then the~e a~e n~. rn(k )<:m(k+l )<+,  and r o ~ ... . . . . . . . b~ LE 
Then we can find countable sets /=, (m< a < oh) such that A~(a  < >~) ia it++ 
cleasing, A~=+I' +~-+ e+%, and extend the definition of  R~, F+, ,of_. to A;~ =:'U' ~ <+,, A," (go 
RjA++ is d~e "o ld"  R+) such  that, ]'.or every limit 8 ~-~c+~: 
(a) i f  p(2o, 2,_.~) is a conjunction of atomic fonnulas O=,~(O)<"~ ce "+~-+" 
+ • < u(n)< & a7 te (A,~¢>~)---A,,u))~ and k ~ n and != qa[g~o,..., .&~+-,,], shed+ j>~+ 
every f i>a(k )  there  are :~<[~(k)<~(k '+ l )<, , ,<~(n-1)<g,  a++d ~4~< 
(Ae,,++j+Aee.~) @r  k~l<:n)  S~::ch fltat ~[ i io ,  &:;.> &+ D~ .i 
' : + ¢ "..+:~,4+++.~ A, (,@, = ~[/io . . . . .  i++,+_,..+, ehe+_z ~ze.]e age 
m"+t " +<1+(,+)<~o. r. " . . . . .  1 + ff + b ' ,~.  <+" *h ~2(A#d+-~.}  +~(~)] SUdS that >++[0o, .  , . . . .  + + 0+z_L ,b  
(c) .(f +(£ , f )  is a disjurzctior+ o f  coniuncfiom+ atomic +>rmu+as A,.,+ .... 
(Ve)(3y)+,(+% g), fiw,+ A,,~;: ~ (V,~)(~50+(£ 50, :and f f  A,, ~+:(V~)(?+])+(2+ 3~) .~'~r e+::~ch 
n, then A~ P(V2)(3•~'t@(£, f ) N,+" each a . . . .  
(d )  g % @(l <,.o) are di4urcf ions q coNi+nctions 4 atomic fb++'~?++++da, a, +d the 
following: holds Nr  a= ~oi thei.t it :holds for  a = :~0+,: i f  as- eA~.<•+><, ~+x.,0+,~' ':/ - , .  -+'- 
c~(k l<a:  A,~q~g~o :+, ak~,: ihdn there are l<a~.  b, e ,%i ,> g ~:A: :.... st+r.:h 
thatA~d!#~[gio,&,ei~+++.]. : :: : :  : : : : :  
86 & Shelab. 
i 
Proof,  Quite straiehtforward. We define (A;  : ~* <~o(1+~)) by ~nduct>,, oe ¢ so  
that (a), (b); (c)are: Satisfied. For  ~ = 0 <A. :a' < e,,) iS given, for g limit ~Sere is 
nothing to prove .  Fo r i ~ = p+ t ;  we defi~e by  :induction 0 n: the: fommli~ s, 
• "" g;~); which are %,(xo, . . . .  ~2, - Conjunctions of atorrdc formulas, increasing with n. 
iae. ~o,,+i ncludes ="=(  .o x :~ c ,~A~i , i ,  and there  are t3(n~=a£0.< 
/ ~:e(1)<... ,  & e tA~,.:+n- &<n) ~ ~.-.[&, : , .  ; <~]- We defi~e them so that by essm> 
" ' is t:ogether with {x']: : m < o, ~ < n}. ... 
Theorem 14, Let 2~4 be a model with a countable language L t 'v is an N~Hike o'ee 
(Le. Dz(t ,M)  is R~-Iike by "~' . . . .  -~2, and for e~ery a~5 D2(t, M), {b:R(b)=~.,} is 
countable), then there is a model N( elementary eqtdvaIe~tt o ,~of i:t L(O), a~'~d Ll~e 
tree t zv has no ~,mdefinable branches. 
Proof.  We work i~3 a variani: of I_,(O):M~:(Q:~)q:(2, i~) meat~s that there are N,, 
pai~wise disjoh3t sequences t~ such that ~J~(t~,  a) (this can be express,~d in 
L(Q}). WoLo.g. each formula of tiffs logic is equlwflence in 3"! to a predicate. So 
we can assume every formtfla is equivalent o a.u atomic formula. We choose 
etementtary submodels M,~ of i~vf, ,~{~-< ~{~+~ such that: (for every formula ~) 
(I) ?f c~ ~?v:[,, M~I (QX)p(x ,  8), then ~(M, 5?~ !M,,t[. " -  '~ ~ -b,  
(2) tf 8aM, .  and M~(Q~)g~(~,a), then for some bc=(d'~,L+~!-,M;~]), M~ 
~[b. al. 
We choose A~ =--]~:V/,,I, C=Q (the rationals) wRh the natural R~°s (from the 
model), and clearly (*) fr©m t3 hold~ for formulas witi~out i~'s- We shall choose 
c,~ c: D.(t,..M;,..~)- t.g{:~ " I and define a functiot~ .t° from {a d~ t)~ . . . . .  (t, M,,) : (3 ~OR(a) = ~:;,} 
to Q, such that: if Rta~., = c., R(aa)= c,,,, a3 < , az, then f(aO%f(a:.~), and f(a~)=-- 
f (<) i,r for some ~;'~iM;..[, and p, ~(x ,& d~fines a branch of the tree, and 
a~, a ,e¢ .M~,  b). The point ie; tc do it such that (*) wilt still tlold. 
We do it in o_~ stages, in th<: nth staee only ca . , . . ,  c,:,_~ where choseil, and f is 
defi~ed for finitely many instances, f(a) defined implies R(a)e  {co . . . . . .  c,., } We 
have to assure (*) from 13 holds (encoding the relations by functions to {0, t}) 
and this is uot difiqcult. Now we use Theorem 13. We get a sequence (A. ;  ~ < m~} 
and let N be .J ~<~,, A,. If them were  an und:efined branch {a, : i<  ~ol} in .N then 
(f(a~): i < ~o~} wouk! be an increasing sequence of length ~o~ in the raticmals, a 
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